
 

 

 

BREAKFAST/ LUNCH EMPLOYEE | PARTTIME  
Do you have a passion for food and drinks and would you like to share this with 

your guests and colleagues? Are you always energetic and full enthusiasm at 

work? Then being a Breakfast / Lunch Employee at Hotel De Hallen is the 

ultimate place to start with your new challenge! 

 

What does your working day look like? Your working day can start both on 

weekdays and weekends. As a Breakfast / Lunch Employee, you will start up the 

breakfast and make sure that your guests are provided with their needs and 

expectations, since breakfast is the most important meal of the day! In addition, 

you will ensure that the restaurant shines again so that guests can take a seat in 

the restaurant and enjoy their lunch!  

 

WHO ARE WE LOOKING FOR? 

As a Breakfast / Lunch Employee, you ensure optimal hospitality. You take care 

of our guests from the moment they arrive to the moment they departure. They 

lack nothing because of your hospitality, attitude and attention to details. In 

addition, you always have a smile on your face and you know how to surprise our 

guests with excellent service and a friendly chat. You also have experience in the 

hospitality industry and you manage the Dutch and English language. You have a 

passion for food and drinks and would like to pass this on to our guests. Having 

knowledge of dishes, wines and cocktails is also a preference. 

 

WHAT DO WE OFFER? 

In addition to an amazing workplace and a market-based salary, we offer 

 Discount in all hotels and restaurants of Vondel Hotels 

 Collective health insurance and a pension scheme 

 Corporate fitness for all our colleagues 

 Travel expenses fee (>10km) 

 Internal and external training opportunities 

 Internal growth opportunities 

 Sport events  

 An awesome workplace surrounded by art 

 A professional uniform  

 

 

 

 



 

 

 

Moreover, we celebrate 

 Your birthday! 

 Employment from 2,5 years 

 Every year an employee award per hotel 

 New hotel openings 

 

MORE INFORMATION ABOUT YOUR WORKPLACE 
Remise47  at the popular De Hallen in Amsterdam West  

style and a large, sunny terrace. Hop on for a scrumptious breakfast or an 

extensive lunch with colleagues. A drink or a cocktail with tasty bites, a quick 

snack, or a comprehensive dinner paired with suitable wines. Welcome to our 

cool tram depot full of art & design features! Remise47 is part of Hotel De Hallen. 

The hotel is situated in a former tram depot and this 57-room hotel with an 

industrial look and feel has a beautiful lobby, meeting room, bar, terrace, and 

adjoining Remise47. 

 

MAKE IT HAPPEN 
Do you want to be part of a young and ambitious team? Then Remise47 is the 

perfect fit for you! Do not hesitate and apply.  

Send your CV and motivation letter to jobs@vondelhotels.com   
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